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Abstract: Contemporary garment repair can be characterised as creative resistance to the proliferation 
of mass production and fast fashion and is practiced by amateurs, professionals, artists and activists. 
Mending is an excellent means of increasing the active, worn lifetime of clothing. While garment repair 
does appear to be currently fashionable, the ways in which it constitutes fashion design remain unclear.  
The aim of Fashion Fix was to use practice based research to explore the field of fashion design repair. 
Two creative practice events, framed as examples of critical and speculative design were undertaken 
during 2020 as part of the public programs of local fashion and contemporary craft festivals in 
Melbourne, Australia. Reflective methods including research for design, making, documenting and 
writing were used to examine the ways that fashion designers can engage in and contribute to garment 
repair practice. The playful and lively examples discussed illustrate ways that fashion designers can 
conceive of repair that resonate with established approaches to fashion design. Conversely they also 
suggest ways in which designers might disrupt assumed approaches to fashion design that defuture. 
The work produced through Fashion Fix places repair at the beginning of the design process, and as 
such could be considered an example of broken world thinking. It also suggests that  engaging in the 





Garment repair through creative design 
approaches is one method of increasing the 
active, worn lifetime of clothing, a factor critical 
to achieving environmentally sustainable 
outcomes within fashion and clothing. Whilst 
the practice of garment repair has a long history 
shaped by factors such as home economics or 
material scarcity, the current environmental 
crisis has influenced the growing adoption of 
contemporary repair practices by amateurs, 
professionals, artists and activists. 
 
This paper uses examples of garment repair 
work from a creative practice research project 
called “Fashion Fix” to reflect on both the 
contribution that fashion designers can make to 
the current garment repair movement, as well 
as the ways in which engagement in garment 
repair practices can assist fashion designers to 
better appreciate garment lifetimes. 
 
Contemporary garment repair 
Repair-maker Bridget Harvey defines repair as 
“an attentive and generative act that can occur 
before or after a break, which aims to mak 
something work in the way that is needed” 
(2019a, p. 35) a deceptively simple definition 
that implies care or skill in the stated 
attentiveness as well as varying approaches to 
timeliness and subjective concepts of 
functionality dependent on the user. 
 
Stephen Jackson (2014) contends that repair is 
currently an afterthought while growth and 
progress dominate approaches to research. He 
proposes a philosophy of “broken world 
thinking” in order to “reimagine or better 
recognize the forms of innovation, difference 
and creativity embedded in repair”(p. 228) 
Broken world thinking prioritizes “erosion, 
breakdown and decay, rather than novelty, 
growth and progress” the starting points of the 
thought process. 
 
The “craft of use” (Fletcher, 2016) developed 
through Kate Fletcher’s Local Wisdom research 
positions the active and attentive wearing of 
clothing as a form of design, a means of placing 
control over fashion and its impacts in the 
hands of the consumer, who is reframed as a 
user.  This is a challenge for designers because 
if simply wearing clothing constitutes design, 
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then what place is there for the fashion 
designer? Nonetheless there is a disconnect in 
conventional linear fashion design processes 
between designer and wearer.  According to 
Jackson(2014), repair can help one to think 
beyond these binaries of producer/consumer or 
designer/user. 
 
Mending practices are aligned with Alice 
Payne’s framing of “rewilding” as a discourse 
within sustainable fashion focused on curtailing 
capitalist excess through expressive 
approaches to fashion and a characterization of 
the wearer again as a user rather than a 
consumer of fashion. In common with broken 
world thinking, rewilding actions are framed as 
a resistance to the dominant order that “attempt 
to seize back fashion as cultural expression 
from its continual commodification by 
industry”(Payne, 2021, p. 160) The resistance 
inherent in mending has  notably been explored 
in the projects and writing of Otto von Busch 
whereby acts of repair serve to challenge 
capitalist structures and place control in the 
hands of users. 
 
Speculative Design and Critical 
Fashion Practice 
Alongside resistance, rewilding is also 
characterized by speculative approaches to 
design where the mechanisms and normative 
systems through which garments are produced 
can be interrogated through practice. 
“Proposing new ways of making, disseminating 
and wearing fashion are essential to this 
process.” Speculative design (Dunne & Raby, 
2013) is a playful and lively means of imagining 
and enacting new systems for processes such 
as repair. 
 
Critical fashion practice is a contemporary 
approach to design that is “active in complex 
forms of commentary” (Geczy & Karaminas, 
2017, p. 5). It is not preoccupied with the 
representation of style and stylishness but 
neither is it anti-fashion or sub-cultural. Instead 
it entails active critical engagement embedded 
within the systems of fashion. Furthermore, a 
critical fashion approach is expressed through 
design strategies such as innovations to 
garment structures, the embeddedness of 
politics and resistance, questioning 
relationships between clothing and the body, 
and subversion of aesthetic codes of ugly and 
beautiful. 
The becoming of fashion repair 
Fashion designers are clearly suited to 
undertake garment repair and mending, 
possessing both the technical and creative 
skills, however there are not large numbers of 
fashion designers heavily partaking in mending. 
The inception of the Fashion Fix project was in 
becoming intrigued in the proliferation of 
fashion and craft based examples of repair. 
These included commercial endeavours like the 
stylish and performative product service system 
Worn Wear by Patagonia ("Patagonia Worn 
Wear," 2021) which includes a repair van that 
travels to ski and beach locations and the 
industrial denim repairs offered in store by 
Nudie Jeans (Nudie_Jeans, 2021). Other 
examples are the eye catching array of recently 
published books by practitioners who cultivate 
mending-celebrity status through carefully 
curated Instagram feeds and who educate and 
inspire repairers with elegantly photographed 
images of colourful visible darning on well loved 
jumpers or piles of folded jeans that feature 
knees patched with careful sashiko stitching. 
(see for example: Lewis_Fitzgerald, 2020; 
Neumüller, 2019) And a third example noted 
was the community events such as repair cafes 
(Charter & Keiller, 2018).  
 
It did appear that mending that was becoming 
fashionable. Marium Durrani (2017) proposes 
repair as “becoming”, drawing on social 
practice theory.  Rather than seeing these 
examples as a resurrection of historical practice 
that had died out, viewing repair through the 
social practice theory lenses of meanings, 
materials and competencies allows the 
characteristics of current practice to be 
deciphered. Thus, the current practice of 
garment repair can be seen to be characterised 
by grassroots communities and good corporate 
citizens seeking to provide alternatives to the 
proliferation of fast fashion. (Middleton, 2015) 
 
Methodology 
While garment repair did appear to be 
fashionable, the ways in which it constituted 
fashion design remained unclear.  The aim of 
Fashion Fix was to use practice based 
engagement to explore the field of fashion 
design repair. 
 
Two creative projects were undertaken during 
2020 as part of the public programs of local 
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fashion and contemporary craft festivals in 
Melbourne, Australia where the researchers are 
based. Melbourne also has a flourishing cultural 
scene with easy access to and ready audiences 
for art and design work. One project was a live 
event and the other a digital exhibition. In these, 
the researchers conducted repair work on their 
own and others garments. They employed 
reflective research and documentation methods 
(Schön, 1983) including creation of written 
annotations, analysis of precedents in historical 
mending literature and photographic 
documentation. Through this process links 
were made between the repaired garments, 
their imagery, and emerging themes.  
 
Fashion Fix 
Fashion Fix was conceived as an ongoing 
practice through which to explore repair. The 
name was intended as a play on a term more 
commonly associated with consuming fashion 
through shopping. The name could also pose a 
question about the fixing of harmful fashion 
systems more generally. An Instagram 
presence was established under the handle 
@repairingfashion to document the work. 
 
Work was undertaken by two practicing design 
academics with shared interests and prior 
research backgrounds in fashion design and 
sustainability, the technical aspects of garment 
making, social and cultural roles of clothing and 
a passion for sewing and making clothes. Both 
were mostly new to repair crafts, with some 
prior knowledge and confidence to learn what 
skills they didn’t know. 
 
Fashion Fix at the Melbourne Fashion 
Festival 
In Fashion Fix, March 2020, two repair sessions 
of four hours each were run at a venue at RMIT 
University. The sessions were promoted 
through the Melbourne Fashion Festival 
Creative program (Figure 1), personal networks 
and social media. Participants were asked to 
bring a garment for repair. Once at the event, 
they could decide to repair the garment 
themselves or to have the garment repaired.  
 
The flexible nature of the event offered the 
opportunity for the designers to cast 
themselves in different roles, in some cases as 
a provider of a service, in others as teachers 
 
Figure 1. Fashion Fix program entry in the Arts 
program of the Melbourne Fashion Festival, 
March 2020. 
 
and in others still a host (tea and snacks were 
provided!).  
 
The most rewarding experiences were found to 
be the opportunity to be productive and 
creative, in line with Dormer’s notion of the 
immersive pleasure craftspeople find in making 
(Dormer, 1994). The other most rewarding 
aspect was the opportunity to develop skill. In 
figure 2 an experienced volunteer repairer 
teaches a participant how to perform the visible 
darn seen in figure 3. This participant, herself a 
talented fashion designer, was captivated by 
the new skill and stayed back for several hours 
to complete her repair. 
 
 
Figure 2. A volunteer teaches a participant to 
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Fashion. Craft. Repair. Craft Contemporary 
Program 
With Melbourne placed under a strict Covid-19 
lockdown mid 2020, a second event was 
conceived as a digital exhibition of repair run via 
Instagram, and presented as part of a 
prominent craft festival called Craft 
Contemporary. Over two weeks the 
researchers posted explorations into the 
intersection of fashion, craft and repair. 
 
 
Figure 3. Fashion. Craft. Repair. promotional 
imagery created for Instagram. October 2020 
 
The online space proved a productive avenue 
for critical reflection on fashion design 
knowledge of how garments and garment 
making systems work, about the relationship 
between the body and clothing that is so 
intrinsic to fashion design and about the 
historical research methods that fashion 
designers employ to find design inspiration. 
Images and text were posted twice daily to 
Instagram. A spreadsheet was used as a 
repository of notes and developments and to 
draft the topics and images, before this 
information was transferred to the planning app 
Planoly to curate the posts. 
 
Fashion designers doing garment 
repair 
The process of becoming immersed in design 
for repair was a creative and rewarding 
experience. The objects of production and 
reflection within Fashion Fix were varied and 
included the adhoc (safety pinned hems)  the 
quick (rough machine patching of pyjama 
pants) and the absurd (elastic replacement on 
a plastic shower cap). There was also musing 
on social practices associated with repair 
through documentation of sweat stains and 
overflowing repair piles. 
 
Following are several examples of what could 
be considered broken world thinking where a 
particular synchronicity was noted between the 
fashion designer’s ouvre and repair as an act of 
resistance. 
 
Research for design 
Fashion designers often draw on history as part 
of their research for design (Frayling, 1994) 
process. This research is typically aesthetic and 
used to  obtain inspiration as to silhouettes or 
motifs that might inform new designs (Jenkyn 
Jones, 2011). 
 
In the case of Fashion Fix, books were sourced 
from the RMIT University library and perused 
for information regarding techniques of repair, a 
difference with aesthetic research. Books from 
the mid 20th century contained comprehensive 
information regarding darning and patching 
methods. (See for example: Goldsworthy, 
1979) In addition, the advice given  juxtaposed 
the social context of repair in the 1970s as 
maintenance of valuable clothing with the anti-
consumption context of today. 
 
In rethinking assumed methods of research for 
design away from aesthetic inspiration in favour 
of technical and social understandings of 
practice designers can create outcomes that 
are sensitive to the “craft of use”. This type of 
knowledge could also help resist temptation to 
aestheticize repair in the form of artificially 
distressed or patched garments. 
 
NOT repairing 
The co-opting of an aesthetic of repair and use 
as a decorative effect in mass produced 
clothing is an ethical issue that results in 
resource wastage and health impacts on 
workers who create such garment finishes. 
However the maintenance of fashion apparel 
must be acknowledged as far more ambivalent  
than the maintenance of a consumer product 
such as an electrical appliance that either works 
or doesn’t. Paradoxically, worn out, degraded 
and ill fitting clothing in some cases is 
preferential to properly functioning or pristine 
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clothing. Denim is an excellent case in point. A 
colleague of the designers was asked to 
contribute to Fashion. Craft. Repair a picture of 
his well worn jeans after he laughed at and 
turned down a suggestion the researchers 
could repair the carefully cultivated holes for 
him. (Figure 4)
 
Figure 4. Carefully maintained and worn jeans as 
documented by a Fashion Fix participant. 
October 2020 
 
In her study of repair conducted on the 
collections at the V&A museum Bridget Harvey 
described “A considered approach between 
visible and invisible repair.” (2019b, p. 10)  
Denim visible mender Matt Rho describes a 
sensitivity he feels is required toward mending, 
that follows the lines and shape of the hole, and 
strikes a balance between that which is 
required and that which is decorative stating; 
“the real work of this is not imposing yourself on 
the repair. That creates space for the garment 
and the fabric and the repair to evolve on their 
own, without some kind of preconceived notion 
of what it should look like.” (Jarvis) 
 
The jeans in figure 5 have been repaired in 
several rounds. In some sections holes and 
wear have been cut away and patches inserted 
underneath, but in other sections the fraying 
was deemed perfect and by placing a patch 
behind and lightly stitching over it an impossible 
attempt has been made to pause and preserve 
the fabric in time. It won’t last though, the denim  
 
Figure 5. Not repairing but preserving wear on 
denim jeans. October 2020 
 
will wash and wear away revealing the repair 
stitches and further cycles of repair will be 
undertaken. These examples serve as a lesson 
of the conversation that exists  between 
technique, context, expression and the body in 
fashion repair. 
 
Designing FROM use 
Cotton elastane leggings have become a 
ubiquitous part of children’s wardrobes and are 
emblematic of the fast fashion ethos that 
pervades all sectors of clothing and textiles. 
Children’s clothing passes through the laundry 
rapidly, with multiple outfits worn and soiled in 
one day and the frequent washing increases 
the rate at which the materials break down. 
Much children's clothing is passed on to friends 
and family and it is in second or third hand 
clothing that the issue of durability becomes 
most apparent. The repairs in figure 6, one 
example of about ten pairs repaired, are a 
response to holes that appear with alarming 
frequency. Some holes were explained by a 
reason such as a tumble on concrete, but many 
had no apparent cause. The repairs highlight 
these holes with dots, like an exclamation mark 
to say “under this dot lies yet another hole”. The 
dots steadfastly follow the holes and refuse to 
excuse them by making a symmetrical pair on 
the other leg if it is not required. As well as 
functioning to deny the obsolescence inherent 
in poor quality textiles, the dots bring 
satisfaction in other ways, specifically to the 
child owners of these leggings who have 
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delighted in the return to use of pants long 
missing in the repair basket. They have taken 
pride in their decorated leggings and choose 
them over the unrepaired options. 
 
The dots become abstract graphic, decorative 
elements. A little like a brand. Arguably the dots 
enhance the leggings on an aesthetic level, the 
prints and colours become more interesting 
when offset with a contrast. 
 
 
Figure 6. Hand sewn patches on children’s 
leggings. October 2020 
 
Treated with the same approach of following 
the holes, a pair of cashmere gloves (figure 7) 
was left with holes throughout by a moth attack. 
Each hole was repaired with raised cocoon-like 
motifs using a selection of yarns from the 
offcuts bin of a weaving studio. The damage 
determined entirely the placement of the new 
embellishment and pattern over the gloves. 
Both the leggings and the gloves follow the 
same philosophy of restraint apparent in the 
denim examples of minimal repair, yet bolder 
choices are made in terms of colour to make 
visible the signs of wear and to treat garment 
use not as inspiration for design, but as the 




Figure 7. Darned cashmere gloves. October 2020 
Conclusions 
The examples discussed here of research for 
design, NOT repairing and designing FROM 
use illustrate three ways that fashion designers 
can conceive of repair in ways that resonate 
with established approaches to fashion design. 
Conversely they also suggest ways in which 
designers might disrupt established 
approaches to fashion design that defuture.  
 
These methods place repair at the beginning of 
the design process, and as such could be 
considered examples of broken world thinking. 
They also suggest that  engaging in the practice 
of repair is one way for designers to come to 
terms with garment use as a central principle of 
fashion practice that the Craft of Use positions 
as fundamental to a sustainable fashion future. 
 
In Fashion Fix, the creation of speculative 
events and exhibitions allowed for critical 
reflection on repair. The outcomes documented 
here sit within a rewilding discourse of 
sustainable fashion. However, there is also the 
will, for further Fashion Fix work to examine the 
systems of garment design that preclude repair 




The author acknowledges and thanks Dr Jo 
Cramer, her collaborator on the Fashion Fix 
project. The examples used in this paper were 
created by Georgia however Jo created many 
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other examples examining further perspectives 
on fashion repair which can be seen at 
@repairingfashion   
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